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Allocread11dae

OPECOELINA

.Ma.nter,1934

GENERIC DIAGNOSIS

Opeccelime with elongate, more or less flattened bodies. Ventral sucker
preequatorial. Prepharynx short or absent; long esophagus; intestinal bifurcation at anterior border of ventral sucker; ceca uniting near posterior end;
single, median, dorsal, subterminal anus. Genital pore to the left, anterior
to intestinal bifurcation. Cirrus sac elongate, straight, slender, delicate,
claviform, containing tubular, internal seminal vesicle and prostate gland.
External seminal vesicle present, separated from cirrus sac by a narrow tube.
Testes tandem, posterior to midbody. Ovary lobed or smooth, immediately
anterior to testes. Seminal receptacle present. Laurer's canal present.
Vitellaria from ventral sucker to posterior end. Eggs about 70 µ in length,
thin-shelled. Excretory pore anterior to anus, dorsal. Excretory vesicle extending to ovary. Intestinal parasites of marine fish.
Type species-O-pecmlina scorprenae.
COMPARISONS

1

This genus is most closely related to those included by Ozaki (1928b) in
the Opecrelidre, agreeing in general arrangement of reproductive organs,
united ceca and single anus. It differs in possessing a. seminal receptacle,
in that the anus is dorsal and posterior to the excretory pore rather than
ventral and anterior, and in that the cirrus sac is much better developed, inclosing a much larger portion of the seminal vesicle. In addition, it differs
from Opecmleus in lacking marginal papillm of the ventral sucker. The
vitellaria do not extend so far forward as in Opegaster.
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Allocread11dae
Subfamily Opecreline
Opeca,lina scorpama, n.sp.

(Figs. 55-58)

Host-Scorpama cristulata Goode & Bean.
Positio~Ceca and intestine.
Frequency-Present in both of 2 hosts examined.
Deptht-250 fa thoms.
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS

cs

sv

Body smooth, elongate, more or less flattened, 1.67 to 2.2 mm. in length;
width about ¼ length, tapering slightly anterior to ventral sucker, approximately equally wide posterior to ventral sucker, posterior end broadly
rounded. Oral sucker subterminal; ventral sucker about 1/4 from anterior
end, wider than long, with transverse aperture, almost exactly twice the
diameter of oral sucker, seemingly not protuberant but more or less embedded in the body and surmounted anteriorly by a broad fold of the body
wall, perhaps capable of being protruded; no evidence of marginal papillm or
processes on ventral sucker or its fold. Prepharynx lacking or very short;
muscular esophagus almost as wide as pharynx and twice as long; intestinal
bifurcation at anterior edge of ventral sucker; ceca extending to near the
posterior end where they unite forming a short rectum and open to the outside through an a.nus. Anus dorsal and posterior to the excretory pore.
Both pores open into a depression of the body wall. Genital pore to the
left, about halfway between the midline and the body edge, at midesophagus level. Testes median, tandem, usually somewhat lobed but
sometimes almost smooth, close together or not far apart, immediately
posterior to midbody, not separated by vitellaria. 1 Cirrus sac long, straight,
slender, not very strongly developed, leading diagonally backward from
genital pore to posterior edge of ventral sucker, gradually increasing to a
greatest diameter near its hase, containing a tubular, internal, seminal
vesicle, only slightly coiled, and an evident, but poorly developed, prostate
gland. Cirrus often inserted into the metraterm of the same individual.
External seminal vesicle conspicuous, sac-shaped or slightly cun·ed, ex1 Three abnormal specimens were collected from one host.
In one, the anterior teati
was absent (fig. 55); in another the posterior testis was absent (fig. 56) and in a third
the vitellaria in midbody region were greatly hypertrophied.

tending almost dire~tly ~ackward almost halfway to the ovary, dorsal to the
uterus, connected with cirrus sac by a tubular, narrow region. Ovary large
usually 3-lobed, although the lobes are indistinct in some cases extended
transversely,_ immediately in front of anterior testis. Seminal receptacle and
yolk re~ervo~r dorsa_l to_ ovary.. Laurer's canal opening dorsally to the left
of median !me. Vitellme follicles large, extending in the sides of body
from posterior edge of ventral ~ucker to posterior end of body, dorsal and
ventral to ceca, con!}uent behmd testes b_ut not impinging between the
gonads, usually contmuous but may be slightly interrupted opposite the
testes. Uteru_s coili_ng between ?Vary and ventral sucker. Eggs 70 to 78 by
39 to 47 µ, with thin shells which become yellow in color. Excretory pore
Measurements
Length

mm.
1.99
2.2
1.93
1.67
1.74
1.74

Width

Oral
sucker

Ventral
sucker

Forebody

mm.
0.498
.412
.504
.445
.420
.588

mm.
0.158
.137
.153
.127
.133
.127

mm.
0.320
.285
.295
.260
.268
.294

mm.
0.348
.428
.520
.352
.361
.428

Posttesticular
area

mm.

...
0.546
.404
.412
.386
.310

Eggs
µ
70 by 40
76
39
72
39
76
43
72
43
78
47

?orsal, subterminal, immediately anterior to anus; excretory vesicle extendmg to ovary.

Allocread11dae
Opecoelina helicolen1 Mant er 1934
Opeca,lina helicoleni n.ap.
(Figs. 59-60)

H ost-Helicolenus dactylopterus (de la Roche).
Positi011,--Intestine.
Frequency-Present in 1 of 21 hosts examined.
Depthr-197 fathoms.
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS

Body elongate, narrow, 2.58 to 3.59 mm. in length; 0.504 to 0.592 mm. in
width; slight, lateral indentations just posterior to ventral sucker and opposite testes. Oral sucker terminal, round; mouth ventral, subterminal;
ventral sucker about 1/5 from anterior end, a little over twice the diameter
of oral sucker, wider than long, embedded in the body, with a muscular, liplike fold of the body wall at anterior border. Short prepharynx; esophagus
a little over twice the length of pharynx; narrow ceca uniting near the
posterior end. A narrow, median, subterminal, dorsal depression indicates
that the relation of the anus and excretory pore are as in 0. scorprenm.
Genital pore to the left, slightly in advance of intestinal bifurcation, opMeasurements
Length

Width

Oral

-.sucker

Ventral
sucker

Forebody

Poettesticular
area

mm.

mm.

mm.

2.584
3.59

mm.

0.592
.504

mm.

0.151
.147

mm.

0.361
.344

0.310

0.950

.550

1.292

Egge

µ
72 by 0
74
41-42

posite posterior part of esophagus, nearer the ventral than the oral sucker.
Testes rounded, smooth, tandem, median, separated by a short distance,
the anterior testis about in midbody; posttesticular portion of body
over three times the length of posterior testis, much longer than forebody.
Cirrus sac extending to posterior border of ventral sucker. External
seminal vesicle may extend 1/3 the distance to ovary (fig. 59), or may lie
almost horizontally near the ventral sucker (fig. 60); internal seminal
vesicle tubular, slightly coiled, prostate gland fairly well developed, cirrus
long and slender. Ovary distinctly 4-lobed, the anterior lobe being the
portion of more mature ova. Yolk reservoir and sac-shaped seminal receptacle at dorsal, anterior border of ovary. Laurer's canal present, opening dorsally to the left of median line. Uterus between ovary and ventral
sucker. Vitelline follicles large, rounded, in the sides of body from posterior
edge of ventral sucker to extreme posterior tip of body, dorsal and ventral
to ceca, interrupted opposite testes, almost meeting medianly between
testes, more or less filling hindbody posterior to testes. Eggs thin-shelled,
light yellow, 72 to 74 by 41 to 42 µ. Excretory vesicle extends to ovary.
COMPARISONS

It seemed almost possible at first to include this form as elongate specimens of Opecmlina scorprenre with which it agrees in many details. The
following differences, however, taken together serve to separate the species
from 0. scorprenre. The body is more elongate and narrow; the ventral
sucker is more anterior; the genital pore is more posterior; the posttesticular portion is much longer; the testes show no indication of lobing
and are somewhat separated by vitellaria; the external seminal vesicle does
not extend so far posteriorly; and the prostate gland is better developed.
The description of 0. helicoleni is based on a study of two specimens.
Both of the above species of 0pecmlina are named for their hosts. They
serve as two more examples of deep-water trematodes whose nearest relatives, so far as are described, occur in distant waters.
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Opecoelina pacifica, -uw .,._. MA .YT
(Plate 38, figs. 46, 47)

Host: Paralabrax species ( ?)
Location : Intestine and ceca
Locality: Albemarle Island, Galapagos
Number: 15 from a single host
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF OPECOELINA PACIFICA

Body smooth, flattened, elongated, tapering to a rounded point at each
end, 1.404 to 2.130 in length, 0.607 to 0.945 in width, widest near acetabulum. Oral sucker 0.157 to 0.217 in transverse diameter; acetabulum
0.330 to 0.465 in transverse diameter, without papillae; sucker ratio approximately 1 :2. Pharynx 0.082 to 0.112 by 0.067 to 0.087; esophagus
about same length as pharynx; intestinal bifurcation about midway between suckers; rectum short; anus terminal or subterminal, immediately
ventral to excretory pore. Genital pore well to the left (halfway or more
toward the left side of the body), varying from a level opposite base of
esophagus to opposite base of pharynx. Testes tandem, close together, in
posterior half of body, ovoid, slightly wider than long, smooth or (more
often) slightly lobed, a median indentation being common. Cirrus sac
well developed with a long slender cirrus portion which widens abruptly
to form a swollen posterior portion containing a sinuous, narrow, tubular
internal seminal vesicle and prostatic cells ( fig. 4 7). Cirrus often protruded. Posterior portion of cirrus sac overlapping acetabulum at least
slightly, usually about to its middle, sometimes to its posterior edge. External seminal vesicle a wide tube, bent once near its middle; its anterior
part extending diagonally to the left, its posterior part extending diagonally to the right; extending posteriorly to level of ovary or perhaps only
halfway from acetabulum to ovary; connected to cirrus sac by a slender,
almost straight, somewhat sinuous tube.

IO

Ovary 3- or 4-lobed, immediately pretesticular. Uterus, Mehlis'
gland, yolk reservoir, Laurer's canal, and seminal receptacle preovarian.
Seminal receptacle a large, elongate sac, the posterior end of which may
overlap ovary. Vitellaria from posterior end of pharynx to posterior end
of body, interrupted opposite acetahulum, confluent or almost so dorsally
anterior to acetabulum; in hindbody follicles are chiefly lateral, median,
and ventral to ceca with very few dorsal follicles. Eggs yellow, thinshelled, 54 to 68 by 31 to 36 µ.. Excretory pore terminal immediately dorsal to anus; excretory vesicle extending dorsal to testes to level of ovary.
Comparisons. This species differs from all others in the genus ( 0.
scorpaenae Manter, 0. helicoleni Manter, 0. theragrae Lloyd) in much
more anterior extent of vitellaria. Other specific characters could be
noted. The genus Opecoelina is to he separated from Opecoelus and Opegaster by the presence of a seminal receptacle.
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OPECOELINA PHARYNMAGNA N. SP. (TREMATODA) FROM THE
CHIN A ROCKFISH
On August 8, 1938, a single specimen of a trematode of the genus. Opei:orlina, fa~ily
Allocreadiidae, was found in the dissecting dish containing the stomach and mtest111e <:f a Chma
rockfish, Sebastodes 11rb11los11s. The host was taken from the Pacific Ocean, near I•ort Ross,
California.
The genus Oprcoelina was erected by Manter ( 1934, Carnegie Inst: \Vash. Pu~. 435, Paper
Tortugas Lab. 28: 257-345), based upon the descriptions of two new species, Oprcoel111a scorpar11ae
and O. helicolr11i. A third species, 0. t/ieragmr, was added to the genus by Lloyd ( 1938, J.
Parasitol. 24: 103-133). The specimen from the China rock fish appears to represent an undescribed species. For this trematode, the name Oprcorli11a pJwry11mafJ1la, is proposed.

Opecoeli11a pltary11111ag11a n. sp.
(Fig. l.)

Body smooth, elongate, tapering at both extremities; length 3.6 mm. Body length can
be separated into four approximately equal portions or units. First unit extends from
oral sucker to posterior border of acetabulum; second unit extends to anterior margin
of ovary and contains uterus; third unit extends to region just posterior to testes and con-

~~~~jfJ; ~ ~
0.5mm.

Frc. I.

r

~

Oprcoeli11a pltary11111ay11a n. sp., ventral view.

tains the gonads; fourth unit extending to posterior end of body. occupied largely by
posterior vitellaria.
Greatest width. 0.53 mm through acctabular region. Ilehind acetabulum body constricts abruptly; at this point body width measures 0.4 111111; from this point lateral margins remain parallel to region of ovary and then gradually taper to posterior extremity.
Oral sucker terminal, mouth ventral. length 0.179 111111, width 0.162 mm; acetabulum
wider than long, width 0.36 mm, length 0.J mm. Prepharynx very short ; pharynx
nearly as large as oral sucker (0.136 mm x 0.125 111111) ; esophagus shorter than pharynx.
Intestinal bifurcation approximately 0.14 mm from anterior horder of acetahulum; ceca
unite in posterior end of body to form short rectum. Anal opening could not be
ascertained with certainty; due to expanded character of ceca in this region. it was not. at
first, recognized that union existed.
Testes elongate. roughly oval, tandem, approximately 0.27 111111 long and 0.185 111111
wide. Ovary, four lobed. its posterior margin approaching anterior testi5. its anterior
margin marking equator of two body halves. Seminal receptacle and yolk reservoir
dorsal, and to left of ovary; small portion of seminal receptacle overlapping margin oi
ovary. Laurer's canal present and to left of mid-line. \'itellarian fo11icles large and
round, extending from point just back of acetabulum, to posterior tip of body, filling all
available space, with exception of small area at ovarian level. Cirrus pouch long.
sinuous, passing to the left of the acetabulum and ending in the midline. 0.256 mm
behind acetabulum. Seminal vesicle enclosed by cirrus sac. Genital pore to left ancl
slightly anterior to bifurcation of ceca. Uterus confined to intracecal area between ovarv
and acetabulum. Eggs measure 77-92 microns, 43-52 microns.
Host: Srbastodrs nebulosus (Ayres).
Habitat: Stomach or intestine.
Localitv: Fort Ross. California.
Type sprci111e11: U. S. Nat. :Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 30866.
Opecoeli11a P~1ar:i•11111a,c111a presents many characteristics similar to the other members of the
gen~s. In body s1ze and form it.is ~ery si~nilar to 0. hclic-olrni 1fanter and 0. thera irac Llovd.
1
I~ chffers from all the other species 111 havmg a \'Cry large pharynx, which is lll'arly equal
ttl the
:•ze of the '.lral su<:'ker, and a much shorter oesophagus: Like. 0. 11i,.,.,1_t1r,,,>, tlw seminal \\':-i,·k
1s enclosed 111 the ctr~us pouch, whereas ~n external sermnal Yes1cle i~ 11reset1t in ()_ l,t'fi<"of,·
and

0. scorpaeiwc.-R. I•.

of
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Length:

3. 0 to 4. 0 ·mu ..

Width:

0.5 mms . .,.reatest width
0.17 mms. in diameter.

Oral sucker:
Acetabulum:

(size:) AppreclablY. less than twice dia. of oral sucker.
(position): 1/7 to lllO body length from anterior end.
Sucker ratio: Lese than 1:2.
Esopha~us• Twice length of pharynx.
Phary~: ~resent.
Genital pore (location): To left to left just behind pharyngeal level.
Testes, shape: Elongate oval.
location: Tandem, just posterior to m1dbody.
Cirrus sac (extent): Half way to ovary.
Ovary, shape: Four-lobed.
location: Pretest1cular.
Vitellaria: Broken opposite testes and coming together between and
behind them.

Eggs:

88-92 by 46-50 "•

Other features:
Host:

Theragra fucensis (Jordan and Gilbert)

Locality: Seattle, Washington
Reference: Journal of Parasitology, Vol. 24, pages 103-133.

1938.

Comparisons: O. hel1colen1 Manter

Q. scorpaenae ~anter
Life cycle:

r,
f35 68

6

Opecoel 1dae

Key to speci0s of 011('gaster from Hawaiian fish~s
1. Acetabulum well apart from anterior extremity;
Laurcr's canal opening middorsally some
. . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . iniislli
dista111.:c posterior tn aci:tah11lum. .
Acetabulum near antcriut cxtn:mity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 2
2. Acetabular papillae 3-7 on each margin: Laurer\
canal opening almost middursally slightly
anterior to left end of nvary .forming almost
. . . . . . . . 0 . huwai1cnsis
complete lol1p . .
. ....... .
..........
3
Acetahular papillae usually of 4 pairs ..
3. Vitellaria nmuncncing at pharyn!!11-csnpl1agl':.tl
lewl; uvary median: L1urcr\ ~an:.il not
. . . . . . . U bntlu
looped distally
Vitellaria commencing at esnphago-acrtah11lar
level; ovary mt•dian; Laurer's canal
U-shaped distally
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. tla< rylopreri

Vitellaria commencing at esophageal level. ovary
sub median
Laurcr's canal forming a complete loop distally ..... 0. dcr111atoge11yor
Laurer's canal not f,>rming a complete luup <.hstally.
seminal vesicle exten<lin~ well bade of
acetahulum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 demJrodriri
Manter and Pritchard ( \ l)6 J) daim to have found Opegaster Jitrcnwti\ YamJguti.
1942 in Moringua ja1'Ul·1h·a. Afrrichtln·s mac11/osm, and Malaca11rl111s hoct.lw, but these
fishes have not been available to us.

Reprinted from THE

JOURNAL OF PARASITOLOGY,

April, 1946, Vol. 32, No. '..!. pnges 156-163.

THE TREMATODE GENUS OPECOELOIDES AND RELATED
GENERA, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF OPECOELOIDES
POLYNEMI N. SP.*
JANE HoGAN VoN W1cKLEN
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University of Nebraska

This paper is based on thirteen specimens of trematodes, representing two
genera,. collected in 1941 by Dr. Donald V. Moore from Polynenws octoncmus
Girard, a threadfin fish, in the vicinity of Galveston, Texas. Three of the specimens
are identified as Pseudopecoeloides carangi (Yamaguti, 1934) ; the other ten
specimens are considered a new species of Opecoeloides Odhner, 1928.
The writer wishes to express her appreciation to Dr. H. W. Manter, University
of Nebraska, for making available these and other specimens and for many helpful
suggestions, and also to Miss Marjorie Jean Raecke, U. S. Bureau of Animal·
Industry, Washington, D. C., for information regarding the type specimen of
Cynzbephallus fimbriatus Linton, 1934.
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THE GENUS Opecoeloides
The genus Opecoeloides (superfamily: ALLOCREADIOIDEA; family: OPECOELIDAE)
was named by Odhner in 1928 for Distomum fHrcat111n Bremser, 1819 (in Rudolphi ,
1819). This trematode had been rather completely described by Li.ihe (1900), 'although he did not include figures of it. The only known reliable figure of D. f11rcatum is by Stossich, 1883, reprinted in Bronn's Thierreichs, \' ol. +, ( 1893).
The chief generic characters of O pecoeloides are: absence of a cirrus sac; presence of an accessory sucker; ceca which open into the excretory ,·esicle; and a
pedunculated acetabulum with papillae. One a~ditional species has been named:
Opecoeloides 111anteri (Hunninen and Cable, 19+0) Hunninen and Cable, 19+1.
A study of trematodes similar to O pecoeloid1:s reveals that the exact nature of the
ends of the intestinal ceca is often undetermined and that the error of mistaking
the accessory sucker for a "genital sucker" has persisted. although corrected by Li.ihe
and by Odhner for Opecoeloides f11rcat11s. (Odhner retained the neuter spelling
''furcatum." The spelling of the word "Opecoeloides" could indicate either neuter
or . masculine, but since O pecoeloides means "like Opecoelus'' and O pecoelus is
masculine, 0 pecoeloides is here interpreted as being masculine.) A re,·ision of some
of these species \.vill be considered later.
Opecoeloides polyacmi n. sp.
(Figs. 1-4)
The body is smooth. flattened, and rounded at both ends. It measures 1.706 to 2.289 mm long
by 0.182 to 0.381 mm wide. The oral sucker varies from 0.124 to 0.180 mm in transverse diameter.
A short prepharynx is present; the pharynx is 0.083 to 0.133 mm long and 0.072 to 0.096 mm wide ;
when contracted it may be as wide as long . The esophagus measures 0.064 to 0.136 mm, bifurcating
immediately anterior to the acetabulum. The ceca open into the excretorv vesicle near the
excretory pore (Fig. 2).
The acetabulum is stalked. In all ten specimens it is extended so that no measurement of
transverse diameter could be taken. The longitudinal diameter of the extended acetabulum e..xReceived for publication, January 8, 1946.
* Studies from the Zoological Laboratories, The University of Nebraska, No. 225.
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elusive of stalk measures 0.158 to 0.194 111m; its dl'pth 0.158 to 0.237 mm. The _outer ri 1,1 of th
acetabulum is divided into an anterior lip, a posterior lip, and two bilobcd latc;al hp • Eacl~ of ~he
lips possesses a definite number of prominent finger-like papillae. The ante~10r and_ po tenor l~Jl
bave two papillae each. The lateral lips bear three papillae, a pair and a mgle,. either o~ wht<=!1
may be anteriorly placed on the lip. \Vhen the pair is anteri?r on th~ lef~ hp, the mgle 1
anterior on the right lip. The converse also occurs, but the single papilla 1_ alway lateral(y
oppo$ite a pair on the other lateral lip. Short, longitudinal muscles oc ur m ea h lateral lip
near the juncture of the two Jobes (Fig. 3).
The accessory sucker is located on a level with and to the left of the e ophagu . It i urrounded by a distinct limiting membrane. Its transverse diameter i 0.038 to 0.064 mm.
The genital pore is immediately anterior and slightly to the right of the ace ory u ker.
The testes are located in the posterior half of the body, are tandem but not touchin , and are
rounded or slightly lobed. The sinuous seminal vesicle i long, extending to two-third the
distance between the genital pore and the ovary. The cirrus is short, 24 by 17 ~,. and mu ular.
The pars prostatica, 76 to 96 µ long. is conspicuuus ancl gently curving to the right f ht accessory sucker (Fig. 4). The post-testicular space is from 19 to 29$'o of the total body length
usually 22 or 23%.
The ovary is rounded and pretesticular, lying near the middle of the body. Th tran \' r
uterine folds are entirely preovarian. The terminal portion of the utcru Ii to the ri •ht f the
pars prostatica and opens into a commun genital pore. Follicular \'itellaria fill the lateral
fields from near the base of the acetabular stalk to the end of the hod,·. Po terior t th t • e
they also fill the intercecal region. Four vitelline ducb. two of which · ervc the po. t rior part f
the body, converge immediately anterior to the O\'ary. ~lost of the egg collap ed in m unting
so that measurements may be slightly misleading. \Vhat seem to be typical ize , in ut ro, ar
48 to 54 µ by 24 to 29 µ.
The excretory vesicle is I-shaped, extending anteriorly to the O\'ary. The .·crct f) por i
subterminal and dorsal.
Measurements in millimeters of the type specimen: Si=1•: 2.138 bv 0.2 . Oral suck. r:
0.158 by 0.144. Acr:tabitlttm: Depth 0.216, longitudinal diameter indudi~1g ·talk 0.23i. v.ithout
stalk 0.180. Sucker ratio of longiludi11al 111rasur,·111c11ts: I: 1.25. .~tccruon• suck,·r: Tran ver e
diameter 0.053. Phar:i•n:r: 0.096 by 0.096. Esophagus: 0.100. SL·111i1m/ ,•csidc: E.-1end 71 la f
the distance between genital pore and ovary. Post-tcslirnlar space: -3% of body lcn h.
'
Host: Pol·yne11111s octo11e11111s Girard, threadfin fish.
Locality: Gulf of Mexico, Galveston, Texas.
Locatimi: Intestine.
Number: Ten from ·one fish.
Type speci111c11: U.S. National Uu!eum, Helm. Coil.. •o. 45887.
0

A comparison of 0. poly11c111i with related trematode· will follow a consideration
of the generic status of several species.

Cy111bej>hall11s

LINTON,

193+,

A SYNOXY~r OF

Opccocloidcs

001 1. •ER,

192

A study _of tl~e genus <;_v1!1bephal!us Linton, 193+ was undertaken becau e a
n~mber of Lmton s figures (Lmton, 1900, Figs. 38-39: 1901. Fia·. 33--3"6· 1940
Figs. 18-19) suggested the possibility that he had OYerlooked tile -· ·1 · b,
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dication of discrep~ncy between the two concepts of the genus became evident in
1940 when Linton redescribed and figured his Cy111bephallus vitellosus and Cy111bephall11s fimbriatus. Here Linton's figures indicate the presence of a distinct male
sucker described as: "Genital pores in front of ventral sucker, to left of mi(l!ine, male
aperture surrounded by a strong, muscular, sucker-like structure" ( Linton, 1940:
75-76). Another point of uncertainty appeared in the presence or absence ol
acetabular papillae which were entirely absent in C. VHlgaris Manter, 1934 hut
present in some descriptions of D. vitellos1t111. Linton considered them to be too
variable to be of taxonomic value.
During the period from 1898 to 1934 Linton collected numerous trematodes
which he identified as D. ~itellosu111 from more than fifty different hosts. The
descriptions are variable and incomplete. The original description of D. vite/losu m
has no mention of papillae on the acetabulum, but a few months later in ref erring
to two small specimens from a flounder, Paralichthys dentatus (Linn.), Linton
described the posterior edge of the acetabulum as deeply notched so as to form two
or three blunt digitate lobes (Linton, 1901: 482, Fig. 336). In 1905, he described
a muscular sucker at the male genital opening on one specimen and commented that
other specimens had papillae. Later, Linton ( 1934) stated that the acetahultun i::"often more or less pedicellate'' and has ''4 or 5 lobes on the posterior harder and
about 4 on the anterior border." The 1940 description of C. vitcllosus is almost as
unsatisfactory as earlier accounts, stating t}1at the acetabulum is more or les prominent or even pedicellate, and has four or five lobes on the posterior border and about
four on the anterior border; but two of the three figures (Figs. 18-19) show three
anterior and two posterior papillae.
The variability of Linton's descriptions and figures and the uncertain nature of
the genus Cyrnbephallus made it evident that a study of the type specimen of
Distomum vitellosum Linton, 1900 should be undertaken. The specimen (U. ~.
National Museum Helm. Coll., No. 7060, old number 6351) was loaned by the
National Museum through the kindness of Dr. E. \V. Price. Since the published
data on Cyn1bephallus are conflicting and evidently inadequate, the status of the
genus must depend on this type specimen.
The study of this specimen shows that Linton overlooked seyeral important
characters. A preacetabular accessory sucker without a limiting membrane is definitely ptesent but it has no connection with the genital ducts (Fig. 5). The
acetabulum is retracted within the body wall; hence when extended would be more
or less pedicellate. There are three papillae on the anterior lip of the acetabulum and
two on the posterior lip (Fig. 6). No anus could be seen, and the ends of the ceca
are obscured by vitellaria. The presence of an accessory sucker and of acetabular
papillae are characteristic of the genus O pccoeloides Odhner, 1928. Furthermore.
although the connection of the ceca with the excretory ,·esicle could not be seen, all
other characters and measurements of the specimen agree ,,vith those of O pecot•loid <'S
nianteri (·Hunninen and Cable, 1940) Hunninen and Cable, 1941. Figures 335
and 336 of Linton, 1901 correspond with figures 6, 8, and 9 of Hunninen and Cable.
1941. The specimen represented in Linton's figure 336 is from Paralichth,•s de11tat11s (Linn.), one of the hosts recorded by Hunninen and Cable. Figures
and 19
of Linton, 1940 clearly show the three anterior and two posterior papillae, which
are distinctive for 0. 111anteri. Further comparisons were made with a specimen of
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0. manteri collected and identified by Cable. Hunninen and Cable made_ f ront aJ
·
· the extent of the ceca, wh'1ch open into the excretory ves1c1e. 1t
sections
to venfy
·
·
are of t h e same species and that ' therefore'
was concluded that the two
specimens
Cymbephallus vitellosus became 0pecoeloides vitellosus (Linton, l900) Von
Wicklen, 1946 and 0pecoeloides manteri (Hunninen .an~ Cable, 1940) became a
synonym of 0. vitellosus. This synonymy was reported m _abstract b! the au~hor
(Von Wicklen, 1946). It should be noted that this conclus1~n regardmg 0. v~tc~llosus refers only to Linton's original material and not necessarily to all of the various
collections of tren'latodes identified by Linton as Distomum vitcllosum Ii cau e they
almost certainly include a variety of species.
.
.
Dr. H. W. Manter kindly lent the author his monn~d specimen of A111soporus
eucinostomi Manter, ·1940. What was originally described as an anus wa doubtle
a fold in the skin, since sections through the posterior end of a specimen reveal that
the ceca open into th~ excretory vesicle (Fig. 7). This additional inf, rmati n add
another species to the gen.us 0pecocloidrs, 0pccoc/oidcs eucillostumi (• Ianter, 194-0)
n. comb. with the synonym Anisoporus eucinostomi l\lanter, 1940.

1

COMPARISONS

0 pecoeloides po[,ynemi is to be compared with three other specie in the gcnu :
0. furcatus, 0. vitellosus (= 0. manteri), and 0. eucinostomi (= Auisoporus
eucinostomi). It can be distinguished from these hy the total nmnber of paJ illa ,
ten, and by the unique arrangement of the lateral papillae. The ac ory u kcr
of 0. pol'jmerni is much smaller than that of 0. f1trcat11s and of 0. euci11ostomi, and
differs from that of 0. vitcllosus in having a distinct bordering membrane.

Pse11dopccoelus ~-

GEN.

Cymbephallus v1dgaris Manter, 1934 is evidently generically di tinct from
0pecoeloides vitellosus. It has no accessory sucker, no acetabular papillae, and c ca
which end blindly. Several other species of C) 111bcp'1all11s similar to C. i•1tlgaris
have been named. With the fall of c,y111bephallus into synonymy with 0pccocloides,
a new generic name is required for these species. The name Pscudopccoc/11s i
proposed since this genus resembles 0pecoelus in that the acetabulum i u ~uallv
protrusible and the accessory sucker is lacking. It is different in that the ceca end
blindly aµd there are no acetabular papillae.
1

Generic di~gnosis of Ps~1tdop_ecoel11s (O~ECOELID,\E) : Body smooth. elongat.:-d: acetabulum
usually pr~trus1ble, never pap11lated; anus lacking, ceca end blindly: muscular genital pore located
well anterior to. the a~etabulom and to the left of the pharynx; testes tandem? cirru ac greathreduced or lackm~; cirru~ short and ~usct~lar; prostate gland lacking; seminal ,·c ide tubula~
and not encl~sed m the cirrus sac;_ v1tellar~a from region of acetabulum to the po terior nd;
ovary. pretesticul_ar; uterus preovanan; seminal receptacle lacking: eggs medium- -izcd to Jarg .
Parasites of manne fishes.
Type species:
Other species:

Pscudopccoclus ·v11lgaris (Manter, 1934) 11 . comb.
Sj111ony111: CJ 1111bephall11s t•ulyaris 1[antcr. 1934.
Pse11dopccoelus japonirns (Yamaguti, 1938) n. comb.
SJmoH31111: Cymbephal/11s _iaponirns Yamaguti, 1938.
Pse11dopecoc/11s e/ongatus (Yamaguti, 1938) n. comb.
Sy11011y111: C_vmbcphal/11s clongal11s Yamaguti, 1938.

It is possible that a fourth species is represented by specimens recorded bY
Hopkins ( 1941) as C. fimbriatus from tl e h't
h B
·
1
w 1 e perc ,
airdiclla chrysura
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(Lacepede) at Beaufort, North Carolina. He evidently based his identification on

Manter's ( i934) interpretation of Cymbephallus because, judging from his figures,
his specimens have no acetabular papillae, no accessory sucker, and ceca which end
blindly. In accordance with the classification above, these specimens vvould be in
the genus Pseudopecoelus.
Cy1nbephallus fimbriatus Linton, 1934 (in Manter, 1934) and later described in
Linton (1~34) is based on specimens collected by Linton from .Me11ticirrhus sa.ratilis
(Bloch and Schneider), kingfish, at Woods Hole, Mass., and identified earlier
(Linton,. 1901) as Distomum vitellosum. It is also recorded ( Linton, 1934: 82)
from Bairdiella chrysura, M enticirrhus amcricanus and Sciaenops ocrllatus at Beaufort, N. C., from which hosts he had previously reported it as D. vitellosum. He
distinguished C. fi111briat11s from C. vitcllosus on the basis of larger size, more
numerous acetabular papillae, lobed testes, extent of seminal vesicle. extent of
vitellaria, and egg size.
As in the case of C. vitcllosus, the status of C. fi111briatus must depend not so
much on Linton's early and inadequate descriptions, ai~d obviou ·ly not on the
speci;nens identified by Manter ( 1934: 295), but upon the type specimen from
M enticirrhus sa.1:atilis at Woods Hole (U. S. National l\Iuseum No. 8266). There
are nine specimens on tv.o slides. These specimens were studied for the writer by
Miss Marjorie Jean Raecke. It seems certain that C. fimbriat11s cannot be assigned
to either Pseudopecoelus or to Opecoeloides but must represent a new genu .
The Cymbephallus firnbriatus Linton, 1934 of Manter, 1934 evidently belongs to
the genus Pseudopecoelus as described above. Since the characteristics of this latter
species do not agree with the type specimens of C. fimbriatus, its identification as
such was an error, and the species is without a name. The name Pseudopecoelus
tortugae n. sp. ( named for the locality, Tortugas, Fla.) is proposed for it, with the
synonym Cymbephallus finibriatus Linton, 1934 of Manter, 1934.

Fi1llbriatus

N. GEN. RELATED TO

Opecoeloides

A study of specimens oi a trematode from .Me11ticirrl111s a111crican11s (Linn.) collected by Dr. H. W. Manter at Beaufort, N. C., led to the suspicion that tl'le specimens from that host identified by Linton as C. fimbriatus could not belong in the
genus Opecoeloides nor in Pse11dopccoel11s. A report on the type specimens of C.
fimbriatus by Miss Raecke confirmed this suspicion. An accessory sucker is clearly
present with the genital pore lying anterior to it. There are two ani, each cecum
opening separately to the outside. The acetabulum is protrusible and has five lobelike processes, each with a fimbriated border. For this species is proposed the new
genus Fimbriatus. The genus has the family characteristics of OPECOELIDAE plus
the generic distinction of two ani, an accessory sucker, and a pedunculated acetabulum
with fimbriated lobes. The type species is Fi111briat11s fi111briatus (Linton. 1934)
n. comb., with the synonym Cy111bephallus fi/J/briatus Linton, 1934.

Pscudopeco eloides carangi

(YAMAGUTI,

1938)

YAl\IAG U TI,

19-1-0

Among the trematodes from Po!_v11 e11111s octone111us were three specimen_ ""hich
resembled O pecocloidcs except that they had neither an accessory sucker nor papillae
on the acetabulum. Yamaguti ( 1940) created the genus Pscudopccocloidrs for
species with such characters. There are two species in the genus: P. tcn uis
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Yamaguti, 1940 and P. carangi (Yamaguti, .1938). P. caraugi was first described
from the Japanese fish Caranx mertensi Cuv. et Valene. an<l later from Sclar
crun1enophthallll11s (Bloch) in the region of La Plata Island, Ecuadt)r (:\fanter,
1940). This report extends the range and host list for P. carangi.
The specimens are 2.304 to 2.600 111111 long by 0.27 to 0.3~ mm wide. 1 he
acetabulum, \Vithdrawn in one specimen, measures 0.18+ 111111 •in transverse diameter;
the oral sucker-acetabulum ratio is 1 : 1.4. The egg measurement - given by
Yamaguti are 62 to 72 µ by 33 to 35 µ. Those recorded by :Manter are lightly
smaller. Measurements in the present study, 67 to 70 p by 38 to 40 p arc ~lightly
wider than Yamaguti's but fall within his measurements for length. Although not
recorded as a generic character, it might be noted that the vitellaria are di ·continuous
opposite the oYary and the testes in both species.
COMPARISON OF Opecocloidcs AN'D RELATED

Genus

Accessory
sucker

Opecoeloides
Pseudopecoeloides
Opecoeltts

Present
Absent
Absent

Pseudopccoelrts

Absent

Anisoporns
Fimbriatus

Present
Present

Acetabular
papillae

Acetabulum
Protrusible
Protrusible
Usually
protrusible
Usually
protrusible
Protrusible
Protrusible

GENERA

A1111s

Uroprocl

Present
Absent

Present
Present

:\bsent
Absent

Present

Absent

One

Absent

Absent

Present
Present

.Absent

Absent

Absent. ceca
end blindly
One
Two

SUMIIIARY

1. A new species of di genetic trematode, 0 pccoeloidcs poly11e111i. from I'oly11<'1111ts
octonemus Girard, a threadfin fish, from the Gulf of l\Iexico is described.
2. Disto1J111111 vitellosum Linton, 1900 is redescribed from the type specimen and
is found to have a protrusible acetabulum with papillae. and an accessory sucker.
Its name now is O pecoeloides vitellosus (Linton, 1900). The genus Cy111bcpl1a/l11s
Linton, 1934 is a synonym of Opeco(J/oides.
3. Opecoeloides 111anteri (Hunnin_en and Cable, 1940) is considered a ynonym
of 0. vitellos11s (Linton, 1900).
4. Pseudopecoelus n. gen. is named for Csmbepl!all11s vulgaris i\Ianter, 193+
which becomes Pse11dopecoelz<s vulgaris (Manter, 1934) n. comb.
5. Fimbriatus n. gen. is named for Cy111bepliallus fimbriatus Linton, 193+ \\'hich
becomes Fimbriatus fimbriatus (Linton, 193+) n. comb. The genus is characterized
by fimbriated lobes on the acetabulum, an accessory sucker, and two ani.
6. The C31111bephall11s fin1briatus Linton, 1934 of Manter, 1934 is given the name
Pseudopecoelus tortugae n. sp.
7. The following additional changes in nomenclature are proposed: Opccocloides
eucinost01ni (Manter, 1940) n. comb., synonym: Anisoporus euci11psto111i i\Ianter,
1940; Pseudopecoclus japonicus (Yamaguti, 1938) n. comb., synonym: C~m1bep!tallus japonicus Yamaguti, 1938; Pse11dopecoel11s elongatus (Yamaguti, 1938) n.
comb., synonym: Cy111bephallus elongatus Yamaguti, 1938.
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OPBCOBL0IDBS

The genus 0pecoeloides was named by Odhner (192~) ~or Distomum
furcatum Bremser in Rudolphi, 1819. Odhner compared it with 0pecoelus
Ozaki, 1925 from which it differs ( 1) in possessing an accessory sucker
between the acetabulum and genital pore; (2) in lack of cirrus sac; and (3)
in that the ceca enter the excretory vesicle rather than opening to the outside. Acetabular papillae or processes occur as in 0pecoelus. The presence of
an accessory sucker occurs also in the genus Anisoporus Ozaki, 1928 and in
the genus Genitocotyle Park, 1937. Genitocotyle lacks acetabular papillae and
the ceca end blindly. Pseudopecoeloides Y amaguti, 1940 has a protuberant
acetabulum and a uroproct but lacks both the accessory sucker and aceta·
bular papillae. Anisoporus differs from 0pecoeloides only in that the ceca
open through a single anus rather than into the excretory vesicle. Manter
(1940) has questioned the validity of basing a genus on this single character
which is sometimes difficult to determine.
Much of the confusion in this group of trematodes has arisen from a misinterpretation of the accessory sucker which has several times been reported as
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a genital sucker surrounding a male genital pore. The true nature of the sucker
was described as early as 1900 by Liihe. Von Wicklen ( 1946), after a study of
the type specimen of Distomum vitellosum Linton, 1900, revised the group.
She recognized the following genera: 0pecoeloides Odhner, 1928, with O.
furcatus (Bremser, 1819) as type species; Pseudopecoeloides Yamaguti, 1940,
with P. tenuis Yamaguti, 1940 as type species; 0pecoelus Ozaki, 1925, with
0. sphaericus Ozaki, 1925 as type species; Pseudopecoelus Von Wicklen,
1946 with P. vulgaris (Manter, 1934) as type species; Anisopoms Ozaki,
1928 with A. cobraeformis Ozaki, 1928 as type species; and FimbriatttS Von
Wicklen, 1946, with F. fimbriatus (Linton, 1934) as type species

0pegaster Ozaki, 1928 is very closely related to 0pecoefos except that
the seminal vesicle does not extend posterior to the acetabulum, and the vitellaria reach anterior to the acetabulum. Genitocotyle Park, 1937 is apparently
like Pseudopecoelus except that an accessory sucker is present.
The number and form of acetabular papillae are probably good specific
characters in this group. Linton assumed them to be highly variable and did
not attempt to differentiate species upon them. Odhner ( 1928) showed they
may be extended or retracted in 0pecoeloides furcatus but always discernible
at least in sections. Several species which I have studied suggest that these
papillae can be recognized without great difficulty even when contracted and
that their number within a species is either constant or varying only by one
or two.
The following species of 0pecoeloides are known: 0. furcatru(Bremser,
1819); 0. vitellosus (Linton, 1900) Von Wicklen, 1946; 0. er,cinostomi
(Manter, 1940) Von Wicklen, 1946; 0. polynemi Von Wicklen, 1946.
Anisoporus thyrinopsi Manter, 1940 may belong in the genus 0pecoeloides
since only one specimen was studied and the anus evidently was not conspicuous.

\.._}

OPECOELOIDES

Opccoelidae
Odbner,1928
from Pritchard,1966

Some notes on the genus 0pecoeloides ODHNER, 1928.
The genus 0pecoeloides is like 0pecoelus and Paropecoelu8 except that a prcacrtabular accessory sucker is present and the ceca usually join the f'xcretory vesicle to form
a uroproct, although SoGANDARES-BERNAL and HuT'J'ON (1959) have shown that in
0pecoeloides fimbriat-ns (LINTON, 1934) SoGANDARES-BERNAL and HUTTON, J95B, th,•
extended worms often have ani while more contracted specimens have a uroproct.
YAMAGUTI (1954, 1958) records that the type species, 0. fu-rr·a.turn (BREMSl<.:R in RuooLPHI, 1819) ODHNER, 1928, has been reported from the Adriatic (type locality), the MPditerranean, and from Naha, Okinawa.The latter record is only provisional, however, because YAMAGUTI (1942) who reported it stated that he had not observed the accessor~·
sucker with certainty. Thus, the genus is at present represented by six species in the
Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, the type species from the Adriatic and the Meditcrra.nean, two species from the American Pacific (Panama and Colombia), and on!'
species from India.
Four paratypes of 0pecoeloides polynemi VoN WICKLEN, 1946, in the H. W.
Manter Collection have 4 pairs of acetabular papillae in the antero-lateral and posterolateral positions (as in some Paropecoelus species) and one pair of apl'rtural papilla<'
(Fig. 10 b ). This arrangement of papillae is not precisely as reported by VON WICKT,E~
(1946, Fig. 3); rather, it results from a reinterpretation of the paired papillae and a
new determination of the longitudinal axis.
SoGANDARES-BERNAL and HUTTON (1959) and KnusE (1959) hav<' published
corrected figures of the acetabular papillae of 0pecoelo1:des fimbriafu.~. In this specil's
the peripheral papillae are represented by expanded lobes tlrn lateral bordl'rs of
which are edged by papillae. The median papilla of each lobe is larger and morl'
elongate than the others. The apertural pair of papillae is a.Jso well developed.
0pecoeloides polyfimbriatus READ, 1947, is probably very closet~· related, if not
identical, to 0. fimbriatus. The holotype of 0. polyfimbriatus, kindly loaned by
Dr. W.W. Becklund, Beltsville Parasitologica,1 Laboratory, has th£' acetabulum
retracted into the acetabular stalk (Fig.lOc), but a, single pair of apertural papillae is
evident. Furthermore, there is evidence of two papillated lobes on the posterior half
of the acetabulum which is consistent with READ'S (1947) figure of the acetabulum of
a paratype showing at least six papillae posteriorly. It is probable that 0. polyf'imbriatus has four papillae-bearing lobes as in 0. fimbrfotus. Though Read stressed
the dextral location of the accessory sucker, it is in fact sinistral as in other specie of
the genus, and Read's figure of the totomount appears to be a dorsa,l view of the
holotype. Final determination of the validity of 0. polyfirnbriaf11s must await the
collection of more favorable specimens.
0pecoeloides manaarens·is N. K. GuPTA, 1956, almost certainly has four pairs of
peripheral papillae and probably one pair of apertural papillae. This interpretation
would agree with Gupta.'s (1956) detailed figure of the acetabulum. Vitellaria obscure
the ends of the ceca, so the inclusion of this species in the genus 0pecoeloides is based
on the prP'3ence of a very small and indistinct accessory sucker. 0pecoeloides manaarensis was reported from a goatfish in India,.
0pecoeloides resembles 0pecoelus in having two evolutionary lines, one involving
species with apertural papillae only and the other with both apertural and peripheral
papillae. Species of the latter group always ha,ve a single pair of apertural papillae
(in contrast with two such pairs in Paropecoelus). The relationships and distributional
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Diagram I. The probable evolution of two lines of papillate opecoelicls.

pathways of Opecoeloides species with periphera.l papillne arc consid<'rably 111ore
obscure than for Paropecoelus (Diagram 1). The large number of species in the
Caribbean suggests that region as a point of origin for the genus, perhaps beforp the
rise of the Central American land barrier because of the two species from thr Am1•ri<:an
Pacific and the species from India.

Genus CYMBEPHALLUS Linton

<

in press)

06- M ~ =

~,-.ai.,u"'4:,.AT:~~"'lt,,I

Two :-:peci(•::; of trematode::, in the present collection seem to show many
rr:-:emblance:-: to the [h1'.t. vitcllosum of Linton. Linton ha:- now in press a
r~yj<>jon pf +be tr~~~~ the.. \Vootl Hole region in which /J18l .
1n'tcllosnm is referred to n. new genu:-: C umbephall11s. Dr. Linton has very
k.indh·dorwardecl to me an advance copy of hi:::i description of the grnui;
('yml><'phall11,s and of itl=- two species to which he allots his former Dist.
111·tetlo:-:um. It is believed that the two following species can be referred to
thi:-: grnus, although hoth :-:ecm to ln.ek the scnlloped or papiillated border
of the' Yculrnl :rncker. The following diagnosis is based chiefly on my two
:-:p<'C'ic•s, hut includes the chnrnctcrs noted by Linton.
Cymbephallus: Allocreadiinre. U nspinecl, usually elongate. V -tru
l'mcker more or less embedded in the body or protruded, surmounj,ed or encircled by folds of the body wall, with or without lobes or paplillro. Anus
lacking. 1 Gmital pore to the left, well anterior to ventral sucl<:er. Testes
'Linton 1l0P:- 11ot me11tio11 l111• pn•st•lH"<' or alu;l'n<·<' nf a11i whii-h are lJl'e,mmahlr lnckiug .

!"mooth or lobed, tandem, postovarian, median. Cirrus short and thick,
sucker-like. Cirrus sac reduced, enclosing only the short cirrus and the
pftrs prostatica. Prostate gland lncking. Seminal vesicle tubular, entirely
outside cirrus sn.c, extending posterior to ventral sucker. Uterus rather
short, eggs medium-sized to large. Uterine seminal receptacle. Vitelline
follicles from region of ventrnl sucker to posterior end.
The outRtanding characteristic of the genus is the structure of the
terminal genital ducts. These arc strongly suggestive of the Opecrelidre of
Ozaki ( 1928), in particular Opeccelus elongatus Ozaki, 192&. An anus,
howeYer, doc's not occur in rymbephallus.

Diagnosis of Linton ( 1934): :::::

~~ ~

Body smooth,moderately elongate; ventral aucrer
surrounded by a raised border of the body wall, which may
be more or less scalloped,papillate, or slightly fimbriate
cirrus very short, appearing as a muscular sucker at the
orifice of the ejaculatory duct in front of the ventral
sucker, to the left of the median line. Testes smooth
or l~bed, median, one following the other, behind the
smooth or lobed ovary. Vitellaria diffuse.
Type species, Cymbephallus vitellosus (Linton)

I

9p1eoelo14•1 taroatum (Bremaer in Rud.,1819) Odhner,1928

om•

eed from Lu.he, 1900:

Sedy yery elongate, only a little flattened, almost

n4r1cal. Anterior end appears forked because of the acetabllar
&lk. llth• a&w that the accessory sucker was not a genital
P but clearly eeparate from the genital atrium. sessile

,_._.s,ory sucker) a little smaller than oral eucker, 0.135 ae

...-.red with 0.165, equally powerful and quite thick walled.
4cetabulum larger, up to 0.200. Ovary like tiM testes, median, and
llke them strongly lobed. Vitellaria begin somewhat in front or
halfway between .or gtn of acetabular stalk and the ovary and reach
to the hind end; unbroken opposite testes. seminal receptacle
laokiDE• seminal vesicle much coiled, dorsal to uterus. Genital
pore lies close to the acoeseory sucker, not exactly median blt
slightly to the right. Genital atrium with circular muecles.
Eggs 60 by 36 ,i.
:, pairs aoetabular papillae.
Eeopabga• rather long.
Luhe tho~ght a very delicate cirrus sac wad present but
Odhner questioned this.

Dta6w•ed .by B r e m • e r this form ha1 been d ·

icrf~ed by tills author under the name Dl1tomum lur
tum. Rud n Ip hf

n·

(1819) mentioned this form in

work. B 1 a t n v 111 e (1928) changed the name Int
Paaciola lurcata. Stoa Ii ch (1898) determined thl
form •• Podocotyle lurcatum. L ti h e (1910) looks upon
tt as belonging to the genus Podocotyle and glv
a longer description. Finally Odhner (1928) stating
in this form the existence of communication• betwePn

the intestinal ca~ca and excretory vesicle, creal~
a new genus Opecoeloldes closely related to Opecoelu

urcatus (BremSt-rl ;

Ozaki 1925.
Body strongly elongated, 2-10 mm long and ab011 t
0.62 mm wide. Oral sucker in diameter 0.12 X 0.13 0.18X0.18 mm. Acetabulum pedunculated, 0.13 ' 0.16
0.22X0.28 mm in diameter, provided wilh six digitif o,
processus. The accesory sucker is on th~ body-sad•
above the basis of the acetabulum and twlow the ~•
nital pore fig. 6, as represented in the figur.- gi vt>
by St o gs i ch ( 1883). Prepharyn
short , phar yn
0.086---0. t:l mm long . The caeca o pl'n <tl l hl• po te nor

The......... ..,.---

. . . . . . . . •rally
---~....
( 921).
ul
- · · · ia .....I&
ro•U.. _.,. parellelly to

· · · - - ·altoY•
....

LallNI''
'Wi
anlt-..-d ...-. oullllde ..._
The tr&DffeB
e confined to the intercaecal field in frOllt of the over~
1MHUre 0.046--0.065XO.03l-0.039 mm. The globular vitellin,
• IWl'OQOdint tbe caeca, begin at tlie poaterior end of the veai
and extend till the end of the ~ folllcla accap~
wllole ,-u.-ucular Held, and the · space between the gon~•- Th,
• • • • • ue ait•te4 posterior to tbe ovary one beb1f111 tba' othe1
lobes vwy in number aad ate out more ~r lea deafly, There an
ula ID which ·the teates are appromnately dval. Veatcula Mat
run, on the donal aide forming several c o n ~ ProlHlbl)
ta DO copulatory apparatus. L ii he (1900) remarks that va1 deferen
wWI a very amall cirrus, 0 d h n er (1928) who 1tudfed also thi
9tbe body on sections sees in it rather ·a 1trongly •uacular par
,....uca and thinks the cirrus absent. Both genital por• lead to • com
en atrilim genitale, surrounded with muscles and situated above th,

,..._U.

Iba----.
n.e

sory sucker. This orifice, as represented by St o s Ii ch on a figu ri
bis paper, is armed with two rows of very small spinea. The bulb
excretory vesicle reach the ovary. Posteriorly it communicat
intestinal caeca ..
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
i c b M. 1883. Brani di elmintologla tergeatina I. Boll. Sc:. Adr. Sc. Nat. -vol. I
0 11
h e M. t~. Ober die Gattung Podocotyle (DuJ.) Stou. Zool. An~ Bd. 23, p. 49·
.a Iii II t! T. 1928. Weltere Trematoden mil. Anus. Arldv f. Zool. Bel. 20, No 2, Fig ,
-o'I/ER-

47.

Opecoeloides brachyteleus n. sp.
Fig. 34

HosT: Mulloidichth313 marlinicu3 (Cuv. & Val.), yellow goatfish; in 3 of 10 ho111.
LOCATION:

Intestine.

Description (based on 5 specimens): Length 0.975 to 2.250 mm, width
0.165 to 0.360 mm, greatest width in posterior half of body. Posterior end
abruptly pointed. In the 1.035 mm type specimen: oral sucker 0.093 mm
wide, slightly longer than wide; acetabulum 0.136 mm wide, wider than long;
sucker ratio 1 : 1.46. Other specimens did not show ventral view of both
suckers. Acetabulum on a distinct body stalk; papillate with 4 anterior and
3 posterior papillae. Forebody 0.225 to 0.487 mm, about 1/ 4 or a little less of
body length. Accessory sucker close in front of acetabular stalk, with distinct
border, 51 to 71 µ. in diameter. Prepharynx short; pharynx large, longer than
wide, 0.102 to 0.153 mm long by 0.071 to 0.133 mm wide; esophagus about
same length as pharynx; ceca rather wide; uroproct present. Genital pore closely
in front of accessory sucker. Testes very large, close together, wider th:m
long, slightly overlapping ceca, in posterior third or fourth of body; posttest1cular space unusually short, 0.102 to 0.255 mm in length or approximately
1947)
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half the length of the forebody. Genital atrium with a few circular muscles;
cirrus a short muscular tube; cirrus sa~ lacking; seminal vesicle :i coiled tube
reaching halfway or more to the ovary. Ovary unlobed, immediately pretesticular, slightly to the left; uterus preovarian; metraterm not observed;
eggs 43 to 53 by 26 to 29 µ.; vitellaria from about the base of the seminal
vesicle to posterior end of body; dense and continuous; dorsal, lateral, and
ventral to ceca; overlapping testes. Gland cells resembling vitellaria but without yolk granules, extending to acetabulum.
Discussion: This species differs from 0. '>'itellorns in number of papillae
longer pharynx, smaller eggs, more conspicuous acces.~ory sucker, and more
posterior genital pore. It differs from 0 . c11ci11ostami in its continuous vitellaria and in the posterior extent of the seminal vesicle. 0. f11rcat1u has lobed
testes and a much larger accessory sucker. If A,1isoporns thyri11opsi should be
found to possess a uroproct rather than an anus it would belong in the genus
0pecoeloides and be very similar to 0. brachyteleru, differing in more narrow
hindbody, more anterior genital pore, more anterior extent of the vitellaria,
3 rather than 4 anterior papillae on the acetabulum, and longer posttesticular space.
The name brachyteleus is from brach)'
sho rt and tele :--= end. and
refers to the short posttesticular region.

=

0

Opecoeloides brachyteleus :Manter, 19-1-7 (FIGURE 90)
Host: lllulloidichtlzys martinicus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Puerto Real, P. R.
Deposited specimen: No. 3936-!.
Our material differs from that described by Manter (19..J.i ) chiefly in
having 4 posterior papillae on the ventral sucker.

48.

Opecoeloides elongatus n. sp.
Figs. 35, 36

HosT: Pseudupeneus maculalm (Bloch), red goatfiah; in 2 of 20 hosts examined.
LocATION: Intestine.

Description (based on 4 specimens; 2 dead and ektended, 2 killed under
coverglass): Length 1.260 to 2.925 mm, greatly elongate and more or less
cylindrical, extended specimens about as thick as wide; width 0.165 to 0.217
mm. An extended specimen 1.260 mm long was immature; a flattened specimen of the same length contained a few eggs. Suckers, based on two flattened
specimens of 1.260 and 1.500 mm: oral sucker 0.046 to 0.068 mm in diameter;
acetabulum 0.078 to 0.082 mm in diameter; sucker ratio I: 1.2 to 1.7. Acetabulum with 4 anterior and 3 posterior papillae; acetabular stalk short. Fore•
body from 1/7 to 1/15 body length. Accessory sucker small, inconspicuous,
without border, slightly to left closely anterior to acetabular stalk, slightly
posterior and to left of genital pore. Prepharynx short; pharynx almost spherical, 34 to 54 µ, long by 34 to 48 µ, wide; esophagus longer than ph.'trynx;
intestinal bifurcation opposite acetabulwn; ceca narrow; termJnation of ceca
not observed. Genital pore slightly to the left, approximately at level of
middle of esophagus. Testes elongate, unlobed, slightly separated; posttesticular space very long, twice or more the length of the forebody. Cirrus very
short; cirrus sac lacking; seminal vesicle extending more than halfway between acetabulum and ovary. Ovary unlobed, separated from the anterior
testis by a few vitellaria; uterus long, preovarian, with very short coils, intercecal; metraterm not observed. The distance from the acetabulum to ovary
may be almost half body length. Eggs 51 to 59 by 31 to 34 /t, Vitellaria
from a short distance posteri<:>r to acetabulum to posterior end of body; inter290
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rupted opposite at least one of the testes, usually both; a few follicle:. betwt·en
ovary and anterior testis; gland cells, resembling vitellaria but without yolk
granules, extending to acetabular level. The excretory pore is not terminal but
ventral a short distance anterior to the posterior end. It seemed to be dorsal in
one specimen.

Disrnss:011: Although this species has the same number of acetabular
papillae as 0. brachyteleus from the yellow goatfuh, it is very different in a
number of features: the body is much more elongate, the pharynx smaller,
the accessory sucker less distinct, the posttesticular space much greater, the
testes more elongate, and tht· vitellaria are not continuous opposite the teste .
In most of these respects it differs also from the other species in the genus.
0. f rtrcatus is also elongate but has lobed testes and ovary and a very lar~e
accessory sucker.
The name elongatus is for the elongate shape of the body.
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Hosts: Eucinostomus californiensis (Gill) ( type host)
Polynemus approximans Lay and Bennett
Location : Intestine
Localities: Port U tria, Colombia ( type locality)
Bahia Honda, Panama
Number: 5 specimens from E. californiensis
One specimen from P. approximans
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF ANISOPORUS EUCINOSTOMI

Body smooth, tapering at each end but almost equally wide along most
of its length, widest posterior to acetabulum; length 1.222 to 2.497 ;
width 0.345 to 0.465. Forebody narrow, from ¼ to ½ total body length.
Oral sucker longer than wide, 0.109 to 0.144 in transverse diameter;
acetabulum protuberant, each lip with 3 prominent lobelike papillae,
length of acetabulum 0.144 to 0.210; sucker ratio probably about 2 :3. A
conspicuous accessory sucker, ventral, median or submedian, directly anterior to acetabular stalk, between acetabulum and genital pore. Accessory sucker with distinct pore and radiating muscles but lacking an outer
membrane. Genital pore slightly to the left opposite base of pharynx.
Short prepharynx; pharynx 0.064 to 0.110 in length by 0.049 to 0.085
wide; esophagus muscular, 0.119 to 0.136 long, bifurcating dorsal to acetabulum; ceca unite near posterior end of body; anus near posterior tip of
body.
Testes tandem, close together, in posterior half of hindbody, transversely extended, reaching almost to sides of body; posttesticular space
sometimes longer, sometimes shorter than forebody. Cirrus sac lacking;
cirrus short; prostatic cells few; seminal vesicle sinuous, extending to intestinal bifurcation or rarely as far as posterior edge of acetabulum.
Ovary subtriangular, transversely extended, median, immediately pretesticular. Uterus largely intercecal, entirely preovarian; eggs 41 to 48 by
25 to 29 µ,; no seminal receptacle. Vitelline follicles large, from near base
of acetabular stalk to posterior end of body except for a short interruption
opposite posterior testis and sometimes opposite anterior testis; ventral,
dorsal, and lateral to ceca; filling posttesticular area. Excretory pore terminal or dorsoterminal, close to anus ; anterior extent of excretory vesicle
not determined.
Discussion. The genus Anisoporus was named by Ozaki in 1928
(Ozaki, 1928a). A. cohraeformis, the type, is the only other species described to date.
Anisoporus is very closely related to Opecoeloides Odhner, 1928.
Opecoeloides was based on Distomum furcatum Brems. It possesses an accessory sucker between the acetabulum and the genital pore, and has 6
tentacles on the acetabulum. It agrees with Anisoporus except that the
ceca open into the excretory vesicle rather than to the outside. Genitocotyle Park, 1937 is also a related genus. Genitocotyle has the accessory
sucker but no tentacles on the acetabulum, and apparently its ceca end
blindly. There is considerable doubt if either of these characters should be
of generic rank ( for example, the acetabular processes are not considered
generic in Opecoelus, and the uroproct is not emphasized in the genus
Stephanostomum). Anisoporus, Opecoeloides, and Genitocotyle should
all be considered to be in the subfamily Opecoelinae.
A. eucinostomi is very different from .A. cobraeformis in shape of the
forebody, in location of the accessory sucker which is median rather than
lateral, in lacking a genital sucker, in more anterior extent of the vitellaria, and in longer esophagus.
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Allocread11dae.
ili.cbcread11nae
Cymbephallus :timbriatus Linton,1934
Syn.: Dlstomum vitellosum Linton,

1899:462
1904:388,390,399,fige .176-178

Description from Linton,1934:
Body elongate,varying 1n diameter; neck ahort,more or lees
conical; ventral sucker larger than oral, prom1nent,aomet1mes
pedicellate, surrounded by a border of short papillae;
esophagus lon9er than phanynx; ceca to posterior end; genital
pore in front of ventral sucker, to left of median line;
opening of ejaculatory duct a muscular sucker; seminal
vesicle elongate,curved, from 1/3 to more than½ distance
between ventral sucker and ovary; testes tandem, separated by
a short distance; in some cases lobed; ovary near edge of
anteri8r testis, usually not lobed. Vitellar1a difffuae
reaching to about halfway bet'web ovary and ventral sucker.
Eggs 60 by 30. Maximum length of body about 5 mm.
Hosts: Menticirrhus saxatilis
at ~oods HoJe.
Bairdiella chrysura, Ment1c1rrhus am~canus and
Sciurue ocellatus at Beaufort.
Reported by Manter from Coelorhynchus carminatus or Chal1nura
occidentalis from Tortugar
Differs from mTvitellosus in larger size, in more numerous
acetabular paplll~e, in lobed testes, larger ovary and
the more posterior extent of the seminal vesicle and
not so taperwg p steriorly.
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Opecoeloide1 fimbriatus ( Linton, 1934)

Sogandares-Bernal and Hutton, 1959
Synonym: Cymbephallus fimbriatus Linton,

1934
Host: Menticirrhu1 americamu
Site: Intestine
Localit'F Pensacola Bay I
/o,-, de,

r

F~•- NaUu,s

OMd -Pow~//,

l'11/

Family

_)

0PECOELIDAE

Ozaki, 1925

4. Opecoeloides fimbriatus (Linton, 1934) Sogamlares &
Hutton (in -press) 1 / ,
(Fig. 18)
Host: Bairdiella chrysurus (Laccped<'); silv<•r-perd1; family Sciaeni<lae
Inci~lence of Infection: In l of 9 hosts
Number: One
Location: Pyloric cecum
Locality: Tarpon Key, Boca Ciega Hay, Florida

Discussio11: Sogan<lares & Iluttoll (in prc~ss) have reported what
they believe to be the rnetacercaria of 0. fimbriatus encysted in
the cephalothoracic cavity of the shrimp, Pe,wetts duorarum Burkenroacl. Since this report, we ha, e found a single adult of 0.
fimbriaflls in a pyloric cecum of Bairdiella chrysurus.
The specimen of 0. fimbriatus pictmcd in Figure 7 has a contracted anterior and posterior body. Aside from the fact that
a uroproct is formed, the specimt.·n is belie,
to be conspednc
with the holotype of 0. fimbriatus (USN~I H<'lm. Coll. ro. 8266)
which we have examined. The acetabular papillae in the holotype of 0. fimbriatus are somewhat retracted.
Linton (1905) pictures a specimen of 0. fi111hriat11 s (Fig. 178)
from Beaufort, North Carolina. Hopkins (19-H) n •ported both
0. fimbriatus an<l 0. vitellosus in Bairdiella chrys11rns from the
same localit)'. Sparks (1958) e, 1minecl Bairdiella cl1rysurns in
<;;ra~d Isle, L ouisi, na, but did no t report 0. fi111brial11s from that
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Opecoelidae
Opuo,:/oid,:s fimb,~1,11 ( Linton, 19'\4 J
Sugandares-Bernal and Hurron
Descnp1inn. - Body elongate, broadly
round~ posreriorly. 1.28 ro 4.62 long by
0.60 to 0.84 \\ 1dt'. Oral SUlker wdl developed, 0.12 w 0.2(, in di.ameter. lol:ated on
antero-ventrill extremiry
Ventral suc.ker
larger th.m oral, 0,2 I to 0. ,, in diameter,
peJumulated. urroundt"J by raised border
made up ot fo\rr lobes each having from five
m nine paprll.te, main body of uc.ker prorrudm,-: .1 rwo prominent papillae ac the
junuion ot the four lobes. Small ,Kressorr
suc.ker wrrh hmirm/il membrane, anterior ro
,·enrral s,u.ker. 0 08 ro O 04 in diameter.
Pharynx hro.adh· o\·.ue, ll.09 by o 14. esophagus lon~'t'r than pharynx. inresunal u.•c.,t
exten<l1111,: rn rlu· posu:rior t 1d ,ind emptying kp.1r.11ely 1nro rhe exnemry \'~\•~le- l>f
openrn~ ,;eparacdy ro outside depenJin~
upon che c.onrr;1l r ,on of the body C,en11,il
atrium rnmmon. 111.,S<.ulJr, genital pore immediately in from of ac.cessory sucker. Test~ two, tandem. usually lobed. po.,;c-equarorial: sperm duus long, unicin~ ar seminal
veside. I , ro I ~ rlu: distance from ovary
ro bifururion of ~\II St-m,nal \'e-.ide torn
posed of short bulbou., posterior pomun .mJ
narrow. elongate ,interior portion wh1th c1 nnet:ts ro muscular cirrus. Ovary a11terior 10
fore-testis. usually nor lobed; oi ,rype an,!
Mehlis' gland slightly anterior co ovary:
llfl'fll,

11111dt·r,11el\ tul,k•d. h

111g

llllht!\•

111

dirt·lt lint· ht:rwc~·n o,.u~ .111tl ~tn1t.il 1~ort· ,
q:,p .1bou[ ll Or, by () lH \ 1[t'll1nt· rc·st·n·,m
,H rhe dor,.tl ..1nter1or b,,rdn ,if rhc: 1i.·.1n•
,11dl.1r1 .1 trll,ng rhe 611<.h l'""rt·rior en tl,e
rc·,re, . c:xtt·nd,ng l.Her:dly .d, •n,i.: rh<: 111.1rg1n,
1

rn .1 po,nr .1h,1ur h.df-w,1y bttwt:t·n rht "' .1n•
.ind ,encr.d Slllker Exlrt:n,r\' \t''ilit ,1 lnni.:
"i,h.·'ih.1pt"d ,rruuure th.tr <:Xrt'nd~ ,111rn1,1rl)
cu .1nrc:rior border ot tir,1 [('\11', \\ 1cl 1 r,,o
rn.1111 tollt·uing tubules t·mpry,ng 1ciro tht"
.1nrcro-l.11c.:r.d torner,

,-\dulr:-. in .U, ,111, 1rrhu, , n ,11rf11
H,11r.!1t II., , hn 11,,,1 .1(,, ' " /' ''
1111,lul.1!/f1 .in,! Si'·"//''/!' ,, , 1/.11., Mt.'t,1

I {n,t,

,\1.

.11,11 rI, .1111(,,

:'"''

u:rt ..tr1.1e 111 Pen.1£111 ,l11 nr,111,111
.ind 'f'r.1,h1pe11c111 , ,, 11,tr1,t111

/1

1t!l/er11,

Loc.11i,,,1 -Adulrs 111 inre"itllle . 1t1t'Lltt'rin 1.11,erings .111d mher 11\\ue, ,ur round,ng rht· d,geqi,e gl.111d ,[n111,1d1. ht·.irc .
/-:<>ll . llh. JnJ 111re ... r1nc: .tl~o 111 11,"1<.' ot rlie
hea,l ft't(tnn .ind t1s,uc:, 11c·xr n1 rht· l.1tt:r.d
,rnd d()r.-.o-1.tter.d pPrrn,n, 11I L1r,1p.,lL'
L,1r1.1t·

l.n,.i/111 - Atl.1nr1t
L'nrred Sr.1[n

,,t

rncr.11.tr
~ 111 ,,.1 11d < ,1,lt < 11.1,r, ut

,\'1011ht1. -- A,er.1,i.:e 11un1ht"r

l,,rrJI Ly~r, pt:r ,hr1r11p

Ill. r,111,i.:t

All derails of anatomy are nor visible in
the immature specimens. For this reason as
well as to be reasonably certain of the indencif icarion of this meracercaria, rhe writer
examined rhe .lliulc type spc-cimens. < U. S.
NauonJI Museum No. 8266 1 from wh!Ch
Linton ( 19:HJ de-,cnbed C)lnb"ph.11/,u /ttnbriatu.r. This scudv revealed certain errors in
Linton's descripti~>n. Hts specimens were
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not as favorable for morphological srudies

as some in the wrirer's collr.ction. The spedes is therefore redescribed from the type
specimens and from whole mounrs and serial
sections of metalercariae obtained in rhe
presenr work. Data arr also induded from
Linron ( 19.\4, 19-121 and Hor,kins I 19411.
Tht' wr,tt:r' ,it:srrir111,n dtttc..r-,
r,m s ( Jlh--¾,

,n

rhc. lolluw111,i.:

I 111
I , A
ut rile

fn,,11

w.,~,

t

mort' u1111plc:tc.. ,k_,l I q 111m 1, ,i.:1,c11
,entr.il Slh.ku wl11, 11 111 I 11111111, 1qw ,pu. 1·
lllt:llh w.1, rc..11 ,lllt·,I. I ' ' l°l1l l l ' l ,1 .trt·
dt:,,r1l,c..d .,, c.·mprr111,i.: ,c..·p.ir.1tc.h """ rile:
c..x1.ar,1f\ ''-'"'-'c..

wh1d

tlllJ'flt•,

r., ih, 11u1

s1dt: r,11hc..r ihan t·11<li11i.: hli11,lh ,1, I ,1111H1
1.lcs4..rrht·,I. , .; , A ,k·,1.rip111111 ,, .i-:1,u1 ,it the
exc..rr:rnf\ H·",lc.. "h1lh I 1111,,11 ''"• _'t ·,I .111<1
111 l I• .ii.:rtt '"ti' the..· ,lc,1.11pr1, 111 ti, 11111
\\
II
kiw, , 1•11 I ,,t rl1c.. .1111l ,,,e, 1t•,. 1 1 1
it
t'f,t1.1,l.ir11n
., "''""'''''

.t11tr ,,

L:llllt.il

,k,lnhr,I
11111,111

.1,

"l'llllllJ.:

d1111i.:

\\

111111

1111 rile..

uttrLJ, r.ithll rl1.111 11 u1111_i.: !111 11,1..I JIil .11
1.l''"'" ,11, kc.·r .1 I 1111,111 dt" 11ht ,I
I lit l.11 I rl,.11 ih, lfl 11,.1111.!t li.1 .Ill ,It
,c. ,,,n ,ulku <..tl.l \\ h1t11 unpt, 111t11 rll('
l'X\ ret••n \l''-ll ll .1 p1.d 11ll11l.111.J ,lll"t.1h11lu111
\\llh p.1rdl.1t ,111,I 11,, ,,rr.1, J'<llllh ,,1.11.c..·, It
111 rli(· l!l'IH" Opt,,,,/,,,./,, < )dhm r. I 1J2~
\'tlll \ \ .. 1,klt:11
I 111111
fl('llrtt·d th.I( (•,1c..l1

prnrr11'111n ot l.irgl· wall t<:11' !IHI! 11, h.1,c J
i, ~ · !. , • , 2 • ~, J t·Xt.rc.:rut) lor111ul.1,

!

.111 d

-lcHlop

"·""r

~

Fil.om

25

26

rh.u rhe c..t·1..1 c.·mpry mt,, thl' ~·,lrl·tnry ,·c·,,
dt'

Sng.,nd.irt:, , lkrn.il .111J H11rron t I <J5 1) ,
,,b,t·n·ed th.it rht.· p<l,tt·nnr rip, nl the (<'Cl
rn11H·d ro p1isit1on\ whc..·r<.· l',1c..h tt'tum .111,I
the bl.,ddtr t:mpr,nl sep.1r.udr to rhc.· nut
s,Jt' "'hen rht' rnet,H.t·rc...m.1 w~ l'Xll'lllkJ
.. nJ then rt'rurnc..•d to rht· normal P<•,ic ion ,,t
tmpry10~ into the exc..ret11ry \"C'ltlt-. wht·n
rhe worm rontr.,ued l11e wruc.·r ,d"i ob'it'n eJ rim pht:nomt:non I f,c-.. 25-27 > anJ
,aw p.1rr1dt·~ pj!!~ trom rht· u:ca r11 rhe X·
trt'r11n· n·s,c..lc: .ind rhen co rlw n1H!-1dc when
rhe Y.nrm u1nrrji..tt'J .•rnd dirt'c..tly w the rlut•
,Hit- "'hen e,.ct'ndeJ. Tiu.· wrirt'r fixt'J ,1
.croup ,,t 'i'i nwrau:rc..ari.w wirh ,l uins1der.1blc: .un1111nc of coverslip prc..ssurt• One of
rhe 1 'i \\ .is f IxeJ in the.· l'xrenJed position
\\ 1rh rhe ll'l.l empt)'l111,: St'p.lrarelr fl) the
our"Jc:: and 'it'veral wert' tixl',·'. in lntt'rmeJ,.
,ltc pom1om A spec..imt·n fixed 1n ,1 flarrt'ned .ind extcnJt"d posirion wirh che teca
('rnpry1n~ dirt'trl\' ro cht· 11ur,;1dt· lOulJ ,K·
wunr for a dl',~ript1on of rhis ,;pec..ics J,
h,1, 111,l! rwo .1111. howe"er, the writer did not
obscn l' this lonJir,on in che type speumens
Tht.' rt'm.11n1ng life cydc:: ,cages t\1r Op<'r fimhn.Jlu, are nor known. Opt'•
welid tc::r1..iriac possess a srrler. I.ilk t')'t'·
s~H, .tnd body <ipine:.. hJ,·c..· " ,h11rt _cl,indul.1r r.111. ro:.sess J rh1ck-walled t'Xt.retorv
, t 'ldt: rh.tt h.1s a very uncvt'n lumc.·n Jut' c:)

' nt/-,,cl,

~p<lr<ll\'~t~

111

rr~o

! ( ..iblt:

m.uinc .,mph1poJ , Cannogamma,.11r mu rn
1 :t} 1 and A111ph1thoe longm1ut1J

ceu1111 (lp<.·nc.,I ,q,.ir,ttl'I\ 111 the.. nu ,1dl'
( 11nsc:9ut·111 I\ ,lw c..,1,1611,hnl ,1 Ill, tt:IHh
i11r ct11, rrt m.mklc..·. g1, 1111-! 11 11,c.. 11.111w l·1mhr1""" /1111/J,1,,111, In tht l}Pt' spn1111cn-

~um:d rhe posrt-rior c.· rhh 1>f rht lt'1.,1. J·mnt.d
~t'lt 100,, .md mount:-. of mer.tlt'rl,lfl.l ~ho\\ ul

\\1thin

) •J4i<,a. I 'JC\(ih 1 1 lu:
lift: q•dt· of ,-l,11r11p1,r111 "'•"'"" Hunn,ncn
,111 d < .1hlc. l 1J-l<l. wlmh Von WKklc:n f f<n(H
\\ nnll\ Ill iLl'd \\ irh () p, u,,•/111.i, , I lit l"1 111 I
/11111011. f<J()o, hjs hec:n y,orked om b,
I llllllllll<.'11 .111d <.able I 11) 1 I, .rnd , .. rr 1 1h
.,bl) .,,111il,1r co the; lite c..vde l)t 0. f111,hr,a1111
J lie..· .1dult lll {) 1111:1/111111 ha hc.·cn rcporrc:i
111 il\·t:r ()() ,pcuc'\ nf marine ftshe~ 1 I inu n.
1•, ••. Hunnmcn .inJ ·able, llJ,101. how·\ ·r.
V11 n \X'1'-klt..·n ( l<J <, 1 scared thac -.omc 11
clw trem.mxlcs 1Jenufu:d Js 0 . t ,1tlloJu1 .ire
11 cl 1tr ,1x:lic,
1 he lCrcaria uf 0. r ,rdfoJ:'
<Klllr 1n rhe rnarinc g m pod \111,-t /.,
''""''" 1 ·'>', anJ the meca(..er .1r,.1 in th

hr.111t.h -.nail,

27
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Opermlo,de.r1 mant.UJrenai11 ~ (Figs. 5 and fi) N· k. r-,(1//l'rA J'35"

~

I
manaarensia was found in the intestine of n mn,rine fi1h,

:,etNOidu (Tamil name--Nagrai).

It u, a thin elongated worm, 3·45 mm.

length and 0·26 mm. in maximum brendth. whkh is acrosH tlie level of
e anterior teltia. The body cuticle iB smooth. The oral Au<:kf'f, fl 1172 x
072 mm., ia placed at tht.> anterior end of the !Jody. ltfi opc1niug is, how, direoted aubterminally. ft is about half the sizt> nf the ncetahulum.
e prepharynx is absent apparently. The pharynx rnea1rnr1 s o om x
·068 mm., and is followed hy an oesophagus, o I :i mm. i11 l<'ngth. The
inteatinal caeca run along the sides of the hody 111111 in the postoular region they are densely covered with vitellaria.
The aoetabulum is situated on a short pt'di<'le Rnd ffi('aHures O· J 4 X
·US mm. It is larger than the oral SU<·k,·r and iH provided with nine
11-marked papilJae, of which four are placed 1mteriorly an<l the remaining
ve posteriorly. The anterior papillae are 1·ove>rt>d by a thin membranous
Id. A similar fold extends from the body along the posterior border of
he aoetabulum but it only <'<>Vers two of the pnpilla<'. All these papillae
an be seen under different foci. Between tho gt>nital pore 11.11d the acebulum there lies a. very small and indistiw:t 1te('essory Hnrk r.
There are two irregularly Bhaped testes placed om~ hehi11d the other in
anterior region of the> second half of the body. The ant,c>rior teAtia is
•lt,c0-18 mm .. whil" th" posterioris0·26X0·19mm. ineizc. Theve&icula
· alia is sinuous and u.·tends for nbout l1ulf or oven morn thun half th1•
· ta.nee between the acctabulum and the ovary. It is followed by the
prostatica and the ejaculatory <luet. 'fho cirrus is protrusible and
opens along the metratcrm at the genital opening which is situated on the
fiaht lateral body margin at about the middle of the pharynx nnd the
" oetabulum.
The ovary is somewhat triangular in shape and lies in front of the
fci1tes, in the hinder region ()f the first half of the body. It measures 0· 14
tn m. in length and II·) I mm. in maximum hrcadth , The Mehlia' gland
c"'mplex and the yolk niservoir lie i11 front of the ovary. The vit-f'llaria
consist of tine follicles whiC'h extend alon~ t.hc lateral sidt'R of the body
-fi'om the level of the base of th<• n·si('11la sPminulis hack t,o th pot1terior
~tremity of the hotly. f II the poHt t estic11lnr region, the vit.clline follicl(>S
oie seen extending inwards lilling the i.pac·e between the body wall and the
eJ!lcretory vesicle. The uterns h,ts 1111 ascending limb only. which is hoth
-ovarian and intereu.ecal in position. Tlw metraterm runs alongside
cirrus to open at the genital pore. Tlw eggs are operculato. A fow
them seem to have collapsed. They measure IHl40-0·(l5:i xo·1134_
a 41 mm.
Rtlationships:-The genus f Jpecoeloid.,; Orlhner, I 9i8. compriaes the
Sp;oies, namely Opecoeluides furcatu.~ (Brem1Jer, lH19), V. rtitellotW8 (Linton.
/900) Von Wicklen, 1946, 0. ellci,u>8tomi (Manter, 1940) \ 'on Wiclclen,
f!Jf!6, 0. polynemi Von Wioklen, Ul4o, U. polyfimb1·iat11.'1 Head, 1947, o.
Jr,rqd,ytek1UJ Manter, 1947, 0. elm1gatu.s Manter, 1947 and U. tliyri71<>p6i
(m nter, 1940) Manter, 1947. The new specicw Opecoel.oid~., manaartMM
is haracterised by having nine papillae on its aceta.bulum, of whioh four
qre, placed anteriorly and five posteriorly; and by n. somewhat triangular
ovary
ft, therefore, stands a.part from all the &peoiee already known
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-----Opecoelold" pedlcathedrae Travassos, Freitas & Bilhrnheim, 1966

Opecoel1dae

(Eat. 5, tip. 12.18, est 8, figs. 18-17>
Opecoeloldn pedlcathedrae Travassos, Freitas & BUhrnheim, 1966:

lJI, figs. 1..2
Tremat6deos de corpo alongado ou nao, com cutkula nlo espi.
c extremidades arredondadas; medem 2,37 a 6,56 mm de comprimento por 0,82 a 0,83 mm de largura. Ventosa oral s1Jbterminal, com
0,21 a 0,27 mm de comprimento por 0,20 a 0,28 mm de largura. Aceta.
bulo embebido no corpo ou snliente, pedunculadrJ: medc O 35 a 0,48 mm
de comprimento por 0,27 a 0,43 mm de Jargur:1 e apresentn 6 proc so
paptlitormes dispostos em dois grupus de 3 prot•essos cada um: um
anterior e outro posterior. Relac;ao cmtrc a ,·cntos oral f' o acetabulo
varia de 1:t,51 a 1:1,65. Ventosa acces~6ria prt>sente, pri>.ncetabul r, si.
tuada logo acima do pedunculo do acctabulo; nwde 0,08 a 0,13 mm de
comprimento por 0,11 a 0,13 mm de largura. PrP.faringe presente, curta.
Faringe presente. musculosa, com 0,11 a 0,16 mm de comprimento por
0,10 a 0,13 mm de largura. Es6fago presente, delgado. Cecos intestinais
mais ou menos rctilfneos, atingindo a c•xtremidadP posterior do corpo,
onde se abrem na vesicula excretora, constituind11 um uroprocto. Poro
•~ital · situado logn acima da vrntosa arccss6ria, na zona biturcal
quando o acetabulo esta desenvaginado e na zona taringeana quando
~sse 6rgao e ta retraido no corpo. B6lsa do cirro auscnte. Vesicula
seminal present , com 0,40 mm de comprimento por 0,13 mrn de largura; liga.se a um canal ejaculador mais ou menos sinuoso, de 1,12 mm
de comprimento por 0,04 mm de largura, quc vai ter a um cirro de
0,27 mm de comprimento por 0,07 mm de largura_ Testiculos pos.equa.
toriais, p6s.ovarianos, com zonas afastadas ou em contato, intcrcecais,
com carnpos coincidentes, medindo o tesiiculo anterior 0,21 a 0,48 mm
de comprimento por 0,40 a 0,45 mm de largura e o posterior 0,27 a
0,48 mm por 0,40 a 0,45 mm. Ovario p6s.acetabular, pre.testicular, in.
tercecal. com zona afastada ou parcialmente coincidente com a do tes.
tfculo anterior, no campo testicular e medindo 0, 13 a 0,24 mm de com.
primento por 0,29 a 0,33 mm de largura. Glandula de Mehlis nao evi.
denciada. Espermateca e canal de Laurer ausentes. Vitelodutos reuni.
dos na zona pre-ovariana. Utero anterior as g6nadas, com al~a! inter.
cecais. Ovos amarelos, opercul:idos, com 0,060 a 0,063 mm de compri.
mento por 0,037 a 0,040 mm de largura . Vitelinos constituidos por foliculos numerosos, arredondados, que se estendem da parte posterior da
zona da veskula seminal para tras, atingindo a cxtremidade posterior
do corpo; sao extra-cecais, cecais e inter-cecais, laterais ate a zon.a tes.
ticular posterior e ocupam toda a area p6s-tes ticular do corpo, mais ou
menos confluindo na linha media _ Poro excrctor (abertura do uroprocto)
terminal. Vesicula excretora nao observada com detalhe.

nboaa

Habitat Estomago e intestinu (nova lncalizac;ao)
coroldea Cuv. & VaL

ct,,

Umbrina

Proveniencia - Escola de Pesca Caboclo Bernardo. Santa Cru z
(Oceano Atlantico), Estado do Espfrito Santo, Brasil.
Material cstudado depositado na Cole~ao Helmin!ologica do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz sob os numeros 29 976 (tipo) e 29 977 (paratipo),
30 075 e 30 076.
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Allocread11dae

Anisoporus thyrinopsi, new~MAJJT~~l'/f
(Plate 36, fig. 34)

Host: Thyrinops pachylepis (Gunther)
Location: Intestine
Locality: Port Utria, Colombia
Number: One specimen in one of 10 hosts
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF ANISOPORUS THYRINOPSI

Body slender, widest at acetabular level, 1.538 by 0.307; forebody
0.412. Oral sucker longer than wide, 0.120 in transverse diameter; acetahulum 0.195 in diameter, with three pairs of papillae. Genital pore to
the left, opposite base of pharynx. Accessory sucker to the left, midway bern-·een genital pore and acetabulum. Short prepharynx; pharynx 0.097
long by 0.048 wide; esophagus 0.135 long; intestinal bifurcation at anterior edge of acetabulum. Testes small, smooth, longer than wide, tandem, separated by a short distance; posttesticular space about ½ body
length. Cirrus short; pars prostatica long but with few cells; seminal vesicle sinuous, extending almost halfway between acetahulum and ovary.
Ovary subspherical; vitellaria from posterior edge of acetabulum to posterior end of body; eggs 41 to 46 by 28 to 29 µ.
The name thyrinopsi is for the host. Being based on a single specimen,
this species is named more or less tentatively.
Comparisons. This species is most like A. eucinostomi. It differs in
more slender body, more tapering hindbody, shape of testes, and much
longer seminal vesicle.
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Allocreadiidae
Allocread11nae

,,o

Ope coe lo ides
0
Cymbephallus vitellosua (Linto~) von Wicklen,1946
Syn.: Distomum vitellosum Linton
1899:290,416,fig.38,39 and 333-340.
1904: 335
Proc. U.S.Nat.Mus.,33:105.
The following is from Linton,1934:
Great variety of contraction shapes. Living forms
with width about l/3 length, but they may elongate until
6 times longer than wide. Neck short,conical,often rerlected
dorsad. Posterior end frequently tapering to a blunt point.
Oral sucker: ventral sucker ratio about 5:8. Ventral sucker
with a raised border which may appear sinuous in outline or
may bear 4 or 5 lobes on the posterior border and 4 on the
anterior border, often inconspicuous in mounted specimens.
In t~rgid specimens the ventral sucker may be more or less
pedicellate. Maximum length in balsam about 3.5 mm.
Prepharynx very short or none; esophagus as long as or longer
than Pharynx; intestinal rami reach nearly to posteri or end
usually hidden b~ vitellaria. Genital pore in front of
ventral sucker to left of median line; the ejaculatory duct
terminates in what has the appearance of a muscular sucker-like
str~cture at the anteria,r border of which i s the opening of
the metraterm. The seminal vesicle extends ~/3 or more of
the distance between ventral sucker and ovary. Testes tande m
about midway between ventral sucker and post eri Jr end, usually
circular or oval, occasionally subtriangular and rarely
slightly l~bed. Ovary near anterior testis more or less
elliptical in shape. Eggs (average of 24 specimens from
16 by
different
45
27 µ. hosts) 53 by 29 µ, maximum 63 by 33, mini mum
Reported from 34 species of Woods Hole fishes, from
15
species
of Beaufort fishes and from 5 species of Bermuda
fishes.,
N.B.

It seems certain that Linton is including under this species
several species and it is probable that of the 3 r1gue-es he
gives in 1940 at least two and perhaps all three are not
C.vitellosus. Therefore th~ original description and host
ii"re important. Linton ( ~ :290, figa. 38, 39): "Bady smooth,
subcylinirical;neck short,slerner,conical,very contractile in
life,in preserved specimens arched above,concave and hollowed out
beneath; mouth subterminal,aperture transverse;pharynx immediately
folllewing oral sucker,elongated;esophagus not made out,but
either none or very short; branches of intestine siaple,not
spacious,extena.ing to near posterior end;acetabulum much larger
than oral sucker,prominent,aperture contracts to small,transverse
opening with puckered margins,situated about anterior third in
preserved specimei.s. Aperture of reproductive organs in front of
acetabulum,on left of median line; testes two,moderately large,
median,approximate,and situated near posterior end;ovary in
front of ~ee~ee anterior testis and touching it,lying on median
line but a little toward the right;vitellaria consisting of
numerous rather large subangular masses,which fill the bOdy
behind the testes and extend along the sides as far forward as
the acetabulum; ova not numerous and rather large lying between

(over)

!_.v1telloeue (cont.)

U.. S. Nc.d·. Mus.

ovary and acetabulum.

Mo. Ii,~/ 3

Measurements (specimen in glycerine)
length: 1. 42
Oral sucker: 0.08
Acetabulum: 0.25
Eggs: 52 by 31 µ
(specimen in balsam)
length 0.88
oral sucker: o.10
acetabulum: 0.17
body width: 0.25
neck length: 0.22
Eggs: 58 by 34 µ
Host: Merluccius b111near1s, the hake
Local~~Y :. Woods Hole.

(33 hosts reported by
Linton (1940) at
wood sHole ! ! ! )
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D1stomum v1tellosum Linton,1900
Mea~uremente on type specimen: (original):
Length: 0.931; width 0.285 mm.
Oral sucker 0.105; acetabulum 0.175 mm.
Egg 56 by 25 µ
postest1cular space 0.225 mm.
diameter of accessory sucker about 60 µ.
Anterior lip with 3 papillae; posterior lip with 2.
Drawings from type specimen (original):
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SIDDIQI & CABLE: TREMATODES OF FISHES

Opecoeloides vitellosus (Linton, 1900) Von Wicklen, 1946
Synonyms:
Distomum vitellosum Linton, 1900.
Cymbephallus i•itellosus (Linton) Linton, 1934.
Anisoporus manteri Hunninen and Cable, 1940.
Host: Mulloidichthys marlinicus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Puerto Real, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39361.

~

~ft..;_, , (!,,_t,&, mo

Opecoeloides vitellosus (Limon, 1900)
Von Wicklen, 1946
Synonyms: Distomum vitellosum Linton
1900; Anisoporus manteri Hunninen
Cable, 1940; Opecoeloides manteri ( Hunninen & Cable) Hunninen & Cable 1941 ·
*Cymbephallus vitellos11s (Limon) 'Linton'
1934.
'
Host: * Epinephel11s adscensio11is (J).
Site: intestine.
J11,.,,11,c11

&

. Von Wicklen ( 1946) pointed out chat
Loron had identified as Distomtrm vitellosum_ more_ than one species and char Opecoeloides vitellostts should be restricted to
t~emato~e~ that agree with the descriptions
given ongrnally by Linton ( 1900) and lacer
by Hunninen and Cable ( J 941 )
r,~0111
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(FIGURE

86)

Opecoeloides (?) ·sp.

(FIGURE

91)

Description based on 1 immature and 2 mature specimens with characters
of the genus. Body 0.665 to 0.735 long, 0.133 to 0.147 wide. Cuticle aspinose,
eye-spot pigment absent. Oral sucker 0.061 to 0.079 in diameter. Ventral
sucker pedunculate, 0.065 to 0.112 in diameter, with 3 anterior and 2
posterior papillae. Accessory sucker a short distance posterior to pharynx,
without a limiting membrane. Sucker ratio 1: 1.3. Prepharynx short, pharynx
0.052 to 0.067 in diameter, esophagus longer than pharynx, intestinal
bifurcation at level of ventral sucker; ceca simple, extending almost to
posterior end of body; their connection with excretory vesicle could not
be detected in either living or fixed specimens. Separate ani absent. Genital
pore to left of median line, at posterior margin of pharynx. Cirrus sac absent;
seminal vesicle long, tubular; prostatic complex not well developed. Testes
2, 0.060 by 0.075, entire, median, within posterior third of body. Ovary
entire, 0.039 to 0.042 in diameter, to right, anterolateral to anterior testis.
Seminal receptacle absent. Vitelline follicles scattered along ceca from base
of seminal vesicle to posterior end of body, not confluent in posttesticular
space. Uterus preovarian; metraterm muscular. Eggs few, 0.063 by 0.023.
Excretory vesicle sac-shaped.
Host: Centropomus ensiferus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Guanajibo, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39365.
The generic status of this species is questionable because of inability to
establish the presence or absence of a uroproct. If such is present, the
trematode is a species of Opecoeloides; if not, which seems likely, il resembles
members of the genus Genitocotyle, in which, however, the ventral sucker
lacks the characteristics of the present species and of those definitely assigned to the genus Opecoeloides.

Opecoeloides sp. (FIGURE 89)
Description based on a single specimen with characters of the genus. Body
1.141 long, 0.316 wide. Cuticle aspinose, eye-spot pigment absent. Oral
sucker subterminal, 0.112 by 0.151. Ventral sucker 0.191 by 0.178, with 3
anterior and 2 posterior papillae. Accessory sucker 0.093 in diameter, with
a limiting membrane. Sucker ratio 1: 1.4. Prepharynx short, pharynx 0.099
by 0.145, esophagus longer than pharynx, intestinal bifurcation at level of
ventral sucker, ceca simple, expanded, joining excretory vesicle to form a
wide uroproct in posterior region of body. Genital pore about midway
between oral and accessory suckers. Cirrus sac absent; seminal vesicle long,
tubular, extending well posterior to ventral sucker; prostatic complex
weakly developed. Testes 2, 0.099 to 0.105 by 0.125 to 0.132, smooth,
tandem, contiguous, almost in posterior third of body. Ovary 0.059 in
diameter, smooth, pretesticular, contiguous with anterior testis. Seminal
receptacle absent. Vitelline follicles scattered from slightly anterior to level
of ovary to posterior end of body, confluent posterior to testes. Uterus preovarian; metraterm simple. Eggs few, collapsed, 0.054 to 0.056 by 0.028 to
0.030. Excretory vesicle sac-shaped, extending lo anterior margin of ovary;
excretory pore terminal.
Host: Trichurus lepturus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Joyuda, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39363.
The above species agrees with Manter's (19-!0a) description of 0. eucinostomi, except that the pharynx and eggs are slightly larger, the accessory
sucker has a limiting membrane, and the seminal vesicle extends posterior
to the ventral sucker. The species may be new, but judgment is withheld
because only a single, excessively flattened mature specimen and 4 immature
ones were available.
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